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Front-page News

Some events of the day

Here we are with "Sapori d’autunno"

4 menus (with reduced prices between 50 and 60 euro)
matched with the best wines of wine cellars from
Trentino and grappe Marzadro. The Chefs of Ristora
Moena propose for the springtime another gastronomic
event called "A tavola con la Fata delle Dolomiti".

The table is smartened up by the warm colour of
the coming season, perfumed by the most
captivating scents and spices, which make it
flavoursome. This is the atmosphere of "Sapori
d’autunno - Autumn’s flavours". The event takes
place until Sept. the 15th and is a prestigious
gastronomic festival organized by the Hotels
Foresta, Fuciade, Malga Panna and Tyrol,
gathered in the association Ristora Moena.
During the week, you can taste dishes of the
Ladin tradition, made with local ingredients.
Dishes with salmon trout with green salad and
Schüttelbrot cream, the cream of celery-turnip
with crispy onions, rabbit stuffed with boletus,
and rooster with cream of chickpea and
underbrush: these and much more is offered by
the restaurants this week in Moena.

Excellent "Musega"
Vigo di Fassa
9.00 pm – Padiglione Manifestazioni. Firstly, the
parade along the Strada Rezia, then the "Musega da
Vich" performs in concert. The group, composed of
around fifty members and directed by Maestro
Alessandro Ghetta, plays polka, marches, and
catchy pieces typical of bands’ concerts.

A Museum on cheese
Pozza di Fassa
8.30 am – 12.30 pm and 4 – 7 pm – Pera. "L
Malghier" is the newest section in Fassa of the Ladin
Museum, and shows the processing of cheese.

Great War on exhibit
Canazei

Easy walks

Passepartout

10.00 am – 12.30 pm and 2 – 5.30 pm – On Fedaia.
The Museum of the Great War 1914 – 1918 is a real
treasure for those interested in history.

From Penia to Lorenz and Verra
and Insom

The "Fairy Rocks" on Buffaure

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This "Easy Walk" starts from the square of
Penia: make upwards for the meadows walking
along the path called Troi de Lorenz, arriving at
the small Lorenz and Verra hamlets. Walk by the
small Church on a grassy path. Upward you can
see the ruins of the centre of Insom. Through the
meadows, you reach the stream Ruf de Penìa,
pass it and go ahead rightward to a footpath into
the wood. Walk through the clearing of Udàer,
descend the state road on the right side for 150
metres up to the guardrail on the Avisio bridge.
Pass beyond it and make for the wood. Span
another bridge and walk 30 metres on the
country road (B-road). Then enter the wood on
the right and follow the path. You will find a
gangway that leads to Segheria Veneziana and
after the second, you get quickly to Penìa again.

The Dolomites are composed of very special
rocks that tell many tales, and can boast their
admission in the list of Unesco World Heritage
after having received its prestigious "brand".
Children who want to listen to these tales are
welcome on 11th September at 9.30 a.m. for the
event "Rocce da Fiaba – Fairy Rocks". It is a
pleasant outing for families on Buffaure (by
cable car from Pozza in few minutes) along an
easy path with the experts of "Sentieri in
Compagnia". Children can also have fun in
picking pieces of rocks and pebbles, which
become later the protagonists of a composition,
touched up by paper and colours, to carry as
souvenir. Booking at the Tourist Office within
September the 10th at 6.30 a.m. (free activity;
ropeways at the participants’ expense).

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
The Group of Catinaccio has always separated two populations that speak different languages and
have different cultures: in the west side live people from Val d’Ega and Tires, with German mother
tongue, and in the east side live the Ladins, with their specific language that comes from an ancient
mixture between Latin and Raethian, which has been kept up to the present. People from South Tyrol
call this mountain "Rosengarten" (The garden of roses), because of the legend of Re Laurino and its
blooming garden. The Ladins call it "Ciadenac".
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

10/09/2013 (9.00 am)
Climbing course for youngsters (7-14
years old): rope, karabiner and fun.
Moena

11/09/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: on the
green meadows of Monzoni (hike
against payment).
Pozza di Fassa
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